So…Let's get to know each other!
I would rather not tell you about myself, because inevitably I'd be telling you
what I think about myself. No, I don't think of myself as a terrible person, but
your perception of me may differ markedly from my presentation of me. The
pages of this blog can provide you with some clues, and if you've read this far,
then read on, you may find an interesting idea or two- and better yet, you may be
able to share some ideas with me. I'll be ecstatic to hear from you!
I am a current holder of an AA from Valencia College; a Bachelor’s of Arts in
Interdisciplinary Studies from the University of Central Florida; a Master’s in
Science in Health Care Informatics also from the University of Central Florida,
and I’m currently enrolled in the Master in Science Organization Development and
Leadership program at Saint Joseph’s University. I plan to graduate from this
program in Fall of 2021.
P.S. I love biking, my current bike is a Schwinn Suburban AL. I also love
gardening, though I haven’t done any lately, but the pictures on this link, are
from when I was really into it – when I transformed my front yard {the before
look} and made it into a garden. A lot of people used to stop and stare! About two
years later I changed all that and did this to the front yard. I also love to talk
about ideas I find interesting, some of them are on this link. And of yeah! I wrote
and self-published my first book of poetry. Karmanoocha, please do get a copy off
Amazon!

Quote: What if change is simply the exchange of one illusion for another? Sherwin L.
Kendall

Why This Blog?
Think of it as a sort of scratching post, a space where I'll share ideas I find
interesting {in the spirit of re-growth, scenting and other individualized homo sapiens'
markings}. Hopefully a picture will slowly appear. Yes, you'll need to wait for it, and

yes, do avoid rushing to judgement about my character, or anyone else's for that matter and I promise that I'll refrain from so doing myself. I would love it if you
commented on what I post here, your comments are welcome for they make
this worth doing.
I'll also be using the space to share some of my artwork {Written & Spoken
Word} as they demonstrate some of the ideas, I find appealing. After all, our
existence is a collective telling of stories; stories we tell ourselves and those we
tell each other. I invite you to join me in sharing this journey! I’ll also be posting
documents related to stuff I’ve learnt – College and extracurricular certificates –
that’s the part where I toot that horn! Again, thank you for stopping by! Please
come back - and share this blog with others!
Sherwin L. Kendall
CEO. Judas Inkpod Productions

